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Upcoming Schedule of Trials

NGSPA Great Plains Championship

NGSPA National Championships

Holler Point Farm
Abilene, Kansas
March 2 - 9, 2022

Sportsman Association Field Trial Grounds,
Grovesprings, Missouri

For Additional Information, contact:
Tracy Verdoorn
110 Broken Bridge Ln,
Platte, MO 64079
Phone: 816-678-3822
trverdoorn@gmail.com

Great Plains Championship Page Link

NGSPA Region 5 Championship
Pyramid State Park – Denmark Unit
Pickneyville, Illinois
March 6, 2022 – (conclusion)
For Additional Information, contact:
Diane Rakers
2208 Motel Rd.
Highland, IL 62249
Phone: 618-604-4377
Rakersd14@gmail.com

NGSPA Region 5 Championship Page Link

March 26, 2022 to Conclusion

Nationals Page Link

NGSPA Region 9 Championship
Prairie Wind Ranch
Payette, ID
April 15 - 21, 2022
For Additional Information, contact:
Tami Larrondo
13246 Lake Ave.
Nampa, ID 83686
Phone: 208-890-2434

Newhorizons03@live.com

NGSPA Region 9 Championship Page Link
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NGSPA Region 2 Championship

NGSPA Chukar Championship

Mingo Sportsman Club Field Trial Grounds
April 16 – 21, 2022

Prairie Wind Ranch
Payette, ID
April 22 – 28, 2022

For Additional Information, contact:
Jennifer Goodall
4595 Poe Rd.
Medina, OH 44256
Phone: 330-607-1064
gooje@aol.com

For Additional Information, contact:
Tami Larrondo
13246 Lake Ave.
Nampa, ID 83686
Phone: 208-890-2434

Newhorizons03@live.com
NGSPA Region 2 Championship Page Link
NGSPA Chukar Championship Page Link
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2021 NGSPA Region 8 Championship
By Keith Richardson
The Region 8 Championship was a huge success, with a strong entry in all stakes with participants
coming from all over. Most of the competitors also attended the NGSPA Hungarian Partridge
Championship held previously.

Photo Credit: Penny Mckague-Robertson
The venue is not only scenic for participants, but also provides great objectives for dogs to hunt and
display their ability to find and handle difficult game birds. The course is unlike any other in the country.
The cast off is over several hundred yards of prairie to Suicide Hill, named for the large number of birds
inhabiting it, and the fact that most infractions may be seen ¼ mile away. There are two large coveys on
this hill, a low covey and a high covey. Then around the hill’s base there is a cove defined by a curving
high-bench with steep faces, large rocks, and dense shrub cover. We pass Derby Draw and continue along
the base of the high bench to Shooting Dog Draw. We climb to the top of the bench and spend 15 to 20
minutes hunting the upper brushy edge of this steep chukar habitat. The next leg offers a run through the
prairie or a steep series of draws known as the Badlands. The high gate is entered and the dog finishes in
the prairie where its stamina and range are visibly demonstrated.
The dogs will experience running coveys, large explosive covey flushes of 20 or more, and concentrations
of “old” scent since we put out over 500 chukar. The birds are healthy, young and strong fliers. Any dog
that completes this course is ready for Eureka!
We were pleased to have several pros in attendance: Dan DiMambro, Josh Nieman and Rich Robertson.
We were also happy to welcome a large number of amateur handlers: Dean and Diane Crabbs (OR), Brian
Hill and Karen Niffenegger (WA), Mike Patrick (CO) Keith Bryant (CO), Brandon Blum (CO), Keith
Richardson (WY), Chase and Mark Verdoorn (MO), Tom Kosmack (UT), Ray and Tami Larrondo (UT),
Kirk Loftin (TX), David Quijano (TX), Shari Tangsrud (TX), Matt Miller (WI).Terry Zygalinski (CA)
brought a good bunch of horses for judges and guests.
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We brought in some top-notch judges with years of experience in many Championship venues. Ray
Larrondo (ID), Karen Niffenegger, Terry Erickson (CA), Tim Carwile (VA), Brandon Blum (CO), David
Quijano (TX), and Rich Robertson (ID).
We are grateful for our sponsors. Purina provided financial support and the bags of Pro Plan for the
winning dogs. We encouraged all contestants to feed Purina. We also welcome the sponsorship of Sport
Dog with training collars. Cash purses, gift certificates, Purina food, and Sport Dog collars made up the
offering of prizes.
A special thanks to the organizational abilities and hard work of Keith and Bobbi Richardson. A big
thanks also to all of the other folks who helped, Joe Frauendienst (many tasks including planting birds),
Josh Frauendienst, Gary and Chris Kercher (bird planter). Lynn Cooke provided wonderful meals with
help from Marya Kerchner, and Diane Crabbs. Our ranch crew helped in many ways often unseen, but
always with a smile: Justin Peppers, Brittiny Habercorn, Rick Huber, and Frank Rugh. Kaitlin Guakel and
Penny Robertson ran the dog wagon and booted all of the dogs. We missed the smile, conversation and
wit of David Quinn, our Field Trial Sommelier, who couldn’t make it. Dean Crabbs caught all of the birds
early each morning.
This was a dual sanctioned trial, and all broke dog stakes were Grand Limited Stakes, and the Shooting
Dog stakes were Retrieving Stakes. There are very few of these stakes offered in the country and are a
nice advantage for the competitors who also pursue AKC points, and four placements are named. Our
stakes are so large that all earn 5 point majors. Four dogs are placed and these are reported in this writeup due to space limitations.

Amateur Shooting Dog Championship
By Keith Richardson
Judges: Terry Erickson (CA) and Tim Carwile (VA). Starters: 26
Judges said their four placing dogs all handled kindly with no hacking, and very little or no scouting
required. They went forward through the country with no back-casting or coming from behind, and they
had solid shooting dog races with good finishes. During most of the stake the wind was a challenge and
the jumpy birds and large coveys presented plenty of opportunities to distract dogs and take them out. The
difficult bird work separated the dogs and handlers.
Pinnacle Dee’s Mighty Mouse (Dee), Kirk Loftin, was named Champion.
Pinnacle Dee’s Mighty Mouse (Dee), had her first find on Suicide Hill at 5 handling the chukar nicely
with good style and excellent manners. She was sent on and hunted the rocky slopes nicely instead of
running in the open. She was rewarded with a find at the turn up Shooting Dog Draw. Birds were
produced after a nice relocation and her style was flashy. She hunted the upper rim to the front and had a
strong finish through the upper gate. Her run was big and always forward, and she required no hacking
and no scouting in true shooting dog form.
Quijano’s WD 40 (Rusty), David Quijano, was named Runner-Up.
Quijano’s WD 40 (Rusty) had six finds at 8, 22, 30, 32, 39 and 40. They were spaced nicely along the
hilly chukar habitat and the upper rim. All were in order with good style. Rusty got rolling after his
bracemate got picked up at 33. He had a good overall performance and was always forward and covered
the right spots to find game with no commands from handler. He was a very good bird dog with excellent
ground application. He had a good race and finish, but not as strong as the Champion’s.
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Hi N’s Allison Miranda (Allie), Kirk Loftin, earned Third Place.
Hi N’s Allison Miranda (Allie), had two hun finds at 5 on Suicide Hill and 21 at the turn up Shooting Dog
Draw, which she handled nicely with good style. She had a stop-to-flush at the end of the habitat on some
jumpy huns. She had a back at 45 on Derby Rim and stood solidly while her bracemate had a “train
wreck” and was picked up. She had a good finish.
Canyon Creek High Tide (Dylan), Ray Larrondo, earned Fourth Place.
Dylan had finds at 4 on Suicide Hill, 11, 15 and a large covey of chukar at 37, with backs at 20, 25, and
27. Dylan had a slow start but her last half was strong. She demonstrated a good nose as she pointed game
a long ways off. She showed maturity locating game. Dylan was a nice dog, but her overall ground race
was not as smooth and consistent as the top 3 dogs.

Region 8 Amateur Shooting Dog Championship
Pinnacle Dee’s Mighty Mouse (Dee), with Kirk Loftin and Quijano’s WD 40 (Rusty) with David Quijano
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Open All-Age Championship
Judges: Ray Larrondo and Karen Niffenegger. Starters: 25.
Judges preferred a dog that after Suicide Hill would hunt the rocky sidehills rather than taking the fenceline to the end of the habitat. They knew the sidehill cover provided good chukar habitat.
BMB’s Samsquanch (Sam), Brandon Blum, was named Champion.
BMB’s Samsquanch (Sam), ran in Brace 11. He had a strong break away and had a nice find 3 on
Suicide Hill. He quickly moved on and hunted around the corner and hunted the rocky hillside fast and
smart. He crossed Derby Draw and climbed Chukar Hill where he had his second find at 10. He then
hunted just below the rim in the rocky cover all the way until dropping down to the corner of Shooting
Dog Draw. Handler sent him on the west side of the draw where he made a showy and powerful move
gaining the top of the west rim and running the edge to the front. 90% of the dogs take the trail up to the
head of the draw. He was lost to sight to the front. Once the handler gained the top of the draw, Sam was
seen standing at 28 on his third find. Afterwards handler elected to send Sam into the prairie to the north,
where he made a big move and then cut up onto Derby Rim and was found standing at 38. Handler could
not produce a bird and sent him on. He had a phenomenal finish. Sam wasn’t the flashiest dog of the
group of placing dogs, but he ran a solid All-Age race and impressed the judges with his hunting prowess
and application to the course. Sam required no hacking and the handler was able to ride gently along for
most of the run.
Keg Creek Tripps to Win (Tripp), Josh Nieman, was named Runner Up.
Keg Creek Tripps to Win (Tripp), ran in brace 3 ad headed in a straight line to Suicide Hill, where he was
seen standing at 5. After release he rounded the corner and was next seen on the rim past Derby Draw
where he had a stop to flush at 18. It took handler and judge about 5 minutes to reach him while he
remained frozen in place with staunch style. He was sent back to the bottom of the hill and had his next
find at 25 on the lower corner of Shooting Dog Draw. He had his next find at 35 on Derby Rim. Just after
his release he dropped over the edge and pointed at 41 but handler was unable to produce a bird. He was
released and ran the prairie to the High Gate, grabbed some water and hit the prairie for a huge finish to
the front by the Guest House. All in all he had a strong All-Age run but his run was not as smooth and
required more hacking when compared with the Champion.
Pinnacle Dee’s Mighty Mouse (Dee), Kirk Loftin, earned Third Place.
Pinnacle Dee’s Mighty Mouse (Dee), ran in brace 9. Instead of hunting up Suicide Hill Dee ran the fence
line to the end of the habitat, and then was called back where she ran up Chukar Hill and had her first find
at 16. She was sent back down the hill and had her second find at 22 at the corner of Shooting Dog Draw.
She took the left-west side of the draw and met the handler as he crested the draw. She ran the rim
without finding any birds and this took her to the High Gate with 17 minutes to spend in the prairie. She
had a really big finish. Dee was snappy and quick on the ground. She had a bit less power than the top
two dogs overall, but had a very strong finish.
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Prairie Wind Bert’s Joke on Us (Bart), Rich Robertson, earned Fourth Place.
Prairie Wind Bert’s Joke on Us (Bart), ran in Brace 4. He made a bee-line up Suicide Hill where he
pointed and had an extended and difficult relocation. Birds were produced at 10, and he handled them
nicely. After release he immediately disappeared and apparently ran the habitat cover until being seen at
the far end of the habitat. He spotted his handler and without command came straight to him up Chukar
hill. He was returned to the bottom and hunted the hillside until climbing to the top and going on point.
He was returned to the bottom and had his third find at 32 at the corner of Shooting Dog Draw. Handler
had a bit of trouble collecting him off the top of Chukar Hill and hacked him to get back on course. His
fourth find was on Derby Rim at 49. He was heeled to catch the front at the High Gate and had a great
finish. Bart had a strong and powerful all-age run but required more hacking than the top three dogs.

Region 8 Open All Age Championship
BMB’s Samsquanch “Sam” (Brandon Blum) and Keg Creek Tripps to Win “Tripp” (Josh Nieman)
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Open Shooting Dog Championship
By Ray Larrondo
Judges: Brandon Blum and David Quijano. Starters: 28
Chicoree’s Glitter and Gold (Glitz), Dan DiMambro, was named Champion.
Chicoree’s Glitter and Gold (Glitz), ran in Brace 3. After a good break-away she was found pointed at 10
above the water trough. Style and manners all good. Then she flowed through the rocks well and climbed
Chukar Hill where she was found pointed at 20. She then hunted the rocky hillside well flowing to the
front and pointed a covey at 28 at the corner of Shooting Dog Draw. She was next seen hunting the
brushy edge along the rim with good power until disappearing along Derby Rim where she was found
standing at 40. She had an NP on the east side of the ridge at 45, and then showed a phenomenal finish
with both dogs cresting the ridge at Cathy’s Bench. Glitz was stylish on point and had a consistently
strong Shooting Dog run with excellent application to the course.

Osage Cuttin Em Down (Bo), Josh Nieman, was named Runner Up.
Osage Cuttin Em Down (Bo), ran in brace 3 with the Champion. Bo had a strong cast-off and was found
pointed at the very end of the habitat at 12. Several Chukar were produced and he handled them with nice
style. He broke away and headed toward Chukar Hill where he was found on point at 18. Upon release he
powered along the rocky hills and was found pointed with his third find at the base of Shooting Dog Draw
at 22. From there Bo powered to the front and had his fourth find at 42 on Derby Rim. The two dogs
joined forces and showed a strong finish over Cathy’s Bench. Bo had an excellent performance but
showed some immaturity compared with the Champion.
Autry’s Natural Chromoly Steel (Molly), Josh Nieman, earned Third Place.
Autry’s Natural Chromoly Steel (Molly), ran in Brace 12, and got off to a slower start than the first two
dogs. Her first find at 12 was above the water trough and was very stylish. The bird work got her going
and she went on to hunt the hills with power. She had a stop to flush on the top of Chukar Hill at 18. Her
second find was at the corner of Shooting Dog Draw at 23. Just after she crested the top of the draw she
had a divided find on the brushy rim at 27. She went on to hunt the rim edge well but without the power
of the two top dogs. Her fourth find was on Derby Rim at 40. She had a good finish.
Foxglove Money Maker (G), Brian Hill, earned Fourth Place.
Foxglove Money Maker (G), ran in brace 4 and got off to a good start with a find at 5 on Suicide Hill. He
then hunted the edge around the hill and had a stylish find at 12 above the water trough. G exhibited great
bird dog sense in his application to the course and was found pointed on top of Chukar Hill at 18. After
being released he hunted the hillside like a chukar dog should and had his third find at 24 at the corner of
Shooting Dog Draw. He hunted the upper rim very nicely and had four more finds. G handled very kindly
and did a really nice job, but overall his run exhibited less power and range than the top three dogs.
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Region 8 Open Shooting Dog Championship
Chicoree’s Glitter and Gold “Glitz” (Dan DiMambro) and Osage Cuttin Em Down “Bo” (Josh Nieman)
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Open Derby Classic
Judges: Ray Larrondo and David Quijano. Starters: 8.
NOTE: Due to several issues which arose we were unable to get a write-up for this stake.
The Course
We used the Hun course in the Habitat. It was a three-mile section of creek lined with willows and dense
cover, with open cut grass and plenty of objectives between the willow line and the fence-line. This
course does not have cactus, so dogs are not booted. It is an out and back course with opportunities to find
chukar or huns. There is good visibility of the dogs, so that a dog with all-age potential can be seen
making huge moves.

Region 8 Open Derby
NK’s Uncontrolled Free For All (Neiman), Ream’s Spinner (Neiman),
and PW Queen of the Mountain (Rich Robertson)
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Region 8 Open Derby (8 Entries)
1st Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

NK’s Uncontrolled Free For All “Daryl”
Pending
Male
October 11, 2020
BMB’s Free Ride
Covey Up’s Controlled Burn
Scott Nordstedt
Josh Neiman

2nd Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

Ream’s Spinner “Toby”
1696637
Male
October 11, 2020
BMB’s Free Ride
Covey Up’s Controlled Burn
Derrick Ream
Josh Neiman

3rd Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

PW Queen of the Mountain “Lynn”
Pending
Female
March 1, 2020
PW Bert’s Joke on Us
PW Extraordinaire
Keith and Bobbi Richardson
Rich Robertson
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Region 8 Amateur Shooting Dog (26 Entries)
1st Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

Stoney Hill’s Pinnacle
1694168
Female
May 14, 2017
Simon’s Gunner
Shadow Rock’s Mightly Mouse
Kirk Loftin
Kirk Loftin

2nd Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

Quijano’s WD40
1683347
Male
January 11, 2019
Llano’s Game On Dude
Bray’s Henna
David Quijano
David Quijano

Region 8 Open Shooting Dog
1st Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

Chicoree’s Glitter and Gold “Glitz”
1686474
Female
October 5, 2017
Chicoree’s Immaculate Von Drickeldorf
Chicoree’s Country Fan
Fred Ryan
Dan DiMambro

2nd Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

Osage Cuttin Em Down “Bo”
1687403
Male
July 10, 2018
Kimber Tactical
Cuttin Wild’s Space Cowgirl
Jack Phipps
Josh Neiman

3rd Place:
Autry’s Natural Chromoly Steel (Molly)
Handler: Josh Nieman
4th Place:
Handler:

Foxglove Money Maker (G)
Brian Hill
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Region 8 Open All Age (25 Entries)
1st Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

BMB'S Samsquanch “Sam”
1669573
Male
June 1, 2015
Trublu's BDK Ace In The Hole
Tim To Pay The Piper
Brandon Blum
Brandon Blum

2nd Place:
FDSB#:
Sex of Dog:
Date of Birth:
Sire of Dog:
Dam of Dog:
Owner:
Handler:

Keg Creek Tripps to Win “Tripp”
1671013
Male
April 17, 2016
Kimber Tactical
Sixxems A Cut Above
Alan Davidson
Josh Neiman
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AMERICAN FIELD
NEW CONTACT PROTOCOL UNDER UKC
FEBRUARY 26, 2022
The United Kennel Club has acquired the American Field. The three key American Field
employees remain with the American Field/UKC. They are working from their homes in Illinois
and not at the UKC headquarters in Kalamazoo, MI. Here is best way to contact the American
Field personnel.
It is best and fastest if you can communicate through emails and send them scanned
documents.
Here is the best way to reach them by phone, email and mail. Please note that for some
reason some of our emails have ended up in their spam folders so it is best to check back with
them during this initial start-up period to be sure they have received your communications.
PHONE OR EMAIL
For Advertising, please contact Gina Smith.
Phone: (269) 343-9020 ext. 322
Email: gsmith@ukcdogs.com
For Editorial (write-ups, EDFs, etc.), please contact Dinora Wellmann.
Phone: (269) 343-9020 ext. 331
Email: dwellmann@ukcdogs.com
For Field Dog Stud Book (FDSB), please contact Jason Lee.
Phone: (269) 343-9020 ext. 330
Email: jlee@ukcdogs.com

When you call the UKC number, you should dial the extension right away to avoid being put into
the UKC wait-queue. If for some reason you are unable to get through, please try the American
Field number at (312) 663-9797 (press “1” for Advertising—Gina; “2” for FDSB—Jason; and
“4” for Editorial—Dinora).
Also please note that the phone system only allows calls from 9:00 A.M. (EST)—4:30 P.M.
(EST), Monday through Friday.
MAILING ADDRESS
Postage mailed to the old American Field address will be routed there but it is cumbersome
and takes time. Please use their new address:
American Field
C/O United Kennel Club
100 E. Kilgore Road
Kalamazoo, MI 49002
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NGSPA Region 1 Championship
By Thomas George
September 17-19
Crane Wildlife Management Area East Falmouth Massachusetts

It takes a team, we built a great one! The 2021 Region 1 NGSPA championship was sponsored by the
Mayflower German Shorthaired Pointer Club and orchestrated by a dedicated group of amateur pointing
bird dog enthusiasts that came together and put on probably the best trial I have ever attended or been
involved with. That is my opinion and I’ll leave it right there.
Our judges panel was fantastic! Michael Ernest of Sterling Ct, Doug Welsh of New Freedom PA and
Audra Jaconetti of North Kingstown RI, what a team! Thank you Judges!
The Winners
All N’s Iron Mike, MIKE! , Two year old liver and white German Shorthair male topped a field
of 21 quality starters to capture this year’s regional championship and inaugural at Crane Wildlife
Management Area in East Falmouth Massachusetts. Mike ran a solid shooting dog hour, applied himself
to the ground and cover at hand and laid down an enviable race with 4 stylish and intense finds to capture
the title. Mike is owned by Larry Cote of Vienna VA, was ably handled by Joe Orndorff of Wardensville
WV and scouted by Shane Sine.
“Mike” drew brace nine and was paired with Dixieland’s Saddle Snakebite, owned and handled by Jordan
Wells of Tolland CT. Both dogs dug in off the breakaway and rocketed themselves through the bear oak
cover as if it was a field of clover. Across the ravine under the power line and just into the first woods line
both dogs scored perfect finds at 8 setting the tone for a great brace. At 12, exiting the first stand of
hardwood and pitch pine, Mike shook off some distraction from a beagle hound being exercised by a
walker and scored another perfect find on a pair of quail. Snake headed west on the course and into open
country bordered by pine woods showing well to the front and hitting his objectives. Mike ran the open
cover well hitting his own objectives with both dogs finding the next stand of pitch pine and low grow
cover at nearly the same time. At 30, both dogs were standing on a trail bordered by pine woods on the
north and open grass field to the south. In what seemed to happen in an instant, birds lifted to the north
into the piney woods and Snake relocated himself at the flush and was taken up. This scenario is the
witness of this scribe only as the judges’ description was slightly different. Mike stood motionless and
with enviable style, was watered and moved on. Around and through some small grassy fields bordered
by pines Mike made his way showing just enough of himself to let handler know he was in contact. At 45
Mike had a beautiful find to the East edge of the pine bowl with style and intensity that really grabbed this
scribe’s attention. Handler Orndorff had his work cut out for him getting these birds off the ground but he
did it with Mike holding tight. Out of the pine bowl, up the hill and into the native grass fields headed
Northeast and going away at time Mike never had any let down and was going away at the end of his
hour.
Without knowing where Mike would stack up in the championship, (or really even his name yet), I made
some verbal notes in my recorder that I thought interesting. They went went like this: “this dog is making
his scout work hard at times but then checks in just in time to score perfect finds,... but it’s working for
him”. And work it did! Congratulations Mike, Joe, Shane and Larry!
This years Runner up Champion drew brace 3 on Friday morning. Tullis’s Faraway Giddy Up, “Fairgo”,
is owned and handled by Joe Amatulli of New Hartford CT, scouted by Audra Jaconetti. Fairgo broke at
10:25 am digging in hard and covering ground like on a mission. He worked the ravine under the power
lines where bird contact looked likely then made his way swiftly to the first tree line cutting into the
woods to the East. At 12, scout called point with Fairgo located standing tight near where the course
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bends north in the first woods. Fairgos’ intensity was striking and he held that intensity through a lengthy
flushing attempt. Birds were produced well in front of the pointer with all in perfect order. Out of the first
stand of piney woods and into the open country, Fairgo pushed the limits of contact with handler but
made breathtaking moves to objectives and edges of the woods to the North. Keying off the handler’s
direction, Fairgo entered the second woods line and was guided skillfully through the tighter areas of the
course staying just on the edge of contact but always in pocket. Through the pine bowl and exiting the
woods to the native grasslands, Fairgo again pushed limits of contact with handler finishing strong, flashy
and going away well in front of handler and gallery.
An exhilarating brace landed Fairgo and handler Amatulli the runner up champion title. Nice work Joe
and Audra!
The Derby Classic drew a field of 10 fine young shorthair prospects looking to make their way into
polished adult contenders. Topping the field was Glenn Allen’s Persimmon, “Percy”, a fine looking liver
roan and white ticked female prospect owned by Jason and Stephanie Coiner and handled by Barry
Bollinger of Westminster Maryland. Percy ran in brace three on Sunday morning, hit her objectives nicely
and had a forward well-handled run. She scored one stunning find mid-way through her brace that caught
the judges eyes awarding her the win.
Second place went to All N’s Party of One Time, “Tusky”. Tusky is owned by Kathleen and Kevin
Malone of Leesburg Va. and handled by Joe Orndorff. Drawn in the the second brace he ran a well
applied race, handled kindly and hit likely objectives scoring three beautiful looking finds that showed
style and intensity noted in both judges books.
Third place was awarded to Blue Storms Sky Line owned by Mr. Cameron Bell of Hampstead Va. and
handled by Barry Bollinger. “Sky” drew brace one and handled the diverse cover of the Cape enviably,
scored one beautiful find and handled kindly.
Notes on the trial:
In the early spring of 2021, when the tightrope of the pandemic was loosed just enough to let us all get
back to some of the things we loved, our group came together with the idea of keeping the region one
NGSPA championship going. A couple of get togethers later in the spring and early summer we decided
to go for it! The dates we had drawn in the past in Connecticut always seemed to be affected negatively
by poor, to downright lousy early winter weather and other trial conflicts. The move to Crane Wildlife
Management Area in Massachusetts worked for us this year although it has been considered to be a bit
early due to the possibility of warmer temps in mid September. The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries
and Wildlife proved to be refreshingly cooperative and accommodating to us and our wanting to run at
Crane. They even asked if we could show them what we needed mowed for our courses and parking area.
The department even kept their equipment on site until the seal of approval was stamped! A State Agency
that was totally cooperative, that’s refreshing!!
Mayflower German Shorthaired Pointer Club went out on a limb to sponsor our trial for the first time that
I can recall. This was imperative for obvious reasons, the biggest was the insurance carrier. A debt of
gratitude is owed to them for their trust in us.
Purina Pro Plan! In an endeavor such as our championship where our financial margin is razor thin, your
support made all the difference! Thank you!
Our group was fantastic! Each one of us took on a meal responsibility, helped with marking the course,
putting up barricade fencing, placing water barrels on course, planting/salting the course. We all gave
something to make this happen without hesitation.
There is no way we could have run this trial without the Hazels of Rehoboth Massachusetts. The use of
their fine horses, the checking of the grounds, laying courses, securing fencing materials, cleaning the
judges house, ordering birds, communications with Mayflower, use of a
Jeep for bird planting, Thursday nights dinner, reconciling funds, secretary duty, helping me with this
report and I’m sure I left out a bunch. Dennis and Jennifer, as Chair of this event I thank you sincerely!
Both of you made my title way too easy to fulfill!
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Really there is no way we could have done this without our entire team: Cory Roy for breakfasts and
birds and for doing “whatever it takes” without being asked, ever! Audra Jaconetti for filling in to judge
the derby, scouting, donating a steak dinner and adding your always shining positive personality to every
situation we encountered. Jeremy Goldsmith for helping with planning, paperwork and positive support.
John Lucey for handling our judges accommodations, preliminary and final proper sanctioning paperwork
with all involved entities. Jenn Hazel, mentioned above but especially for staying late after the trial to
clean the judges house and putting up with my constant barrage of emails, texts and calls for information
post trial. Alan Welch for lunches, (wild and domestic), courses, birds, fencing, cleanup, scouting, horses
and positive “can do” attitude. Stephanie Ellars for last minute “Hail Mary” hors d’oeuvres. Valerie
Mattie-Reis for the beautiful judges gift baskets! A huge thanks to the model airplane club at Crane for
letting us use their water, you folks are the best! And thanks to everyone who supported this trial! We
hope you all stay tuned for what we have up our sleeve for next year!
NGSPA Region 1 Open Shooting Dog

Open Shooting Dog Championship. Pictured from left to right front row: Joe Orndorff, handler,
Shane Sine, scout with All N's Iron Mike. Audra Jaconetti, scout with Tulli's Faraway Giddyup.
Rear: Dennis Hazel, Tom George, Carl Correra, John Lucey, Stephanie Ellars, judge Mike Ernest,
Barry Bollinger, Nancy Ernest, handler Joe Amatulli, Kelley Welsh, judge Doug Welsh, Cory Roy,
Alan Welch, Debbie Caery, Doug Caery
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NGSPA Region 1 Derby Classic

Handler Barry Bollinger with Glen Allen's Persimmon, judge Audra Jaconetti, handler Joe
Orndorff with All N's Party of One Time, scout Shane Sine, judge Doug Welsh, Dennis Hazel, and
Tom George with Blue Storms Sky Line
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Fourth NGSPA Open All-Age Invitational
Hell Creek WMA, MS. January 4-6, 2022

BMB’s Free Ride (Lewey), owned by Brandon and Jennifer Blum and handled by Brandon,
and scouted by Josh Nieman, was named the 2021 NGSPA All-Age Invitational Champion.
By: Keith Richardson
The fourth NGSPA Open All-Age Invitational was held on January 4-6, 2022, at Hell Creek
WMA, Mississippi. It is the only NGSPA event held on these grounds, which are regarded by
many field trialers as the best All-Age grounds in the country.
Hell Creek WMA is owned by the state of Mississippi and managed by their Department of
Wildlife, Fish, and Parks, under the management of Nathan Blount, Regional Biologist. Nathan
has been very helpful to work with, allowing us to keep the same dates year to year, and allowing
two extra days in case of bad weather. These grounds were opened in 1999 and include dog
kennels, a horse barn with 38 stalls, outside paddocks, a spacious Club House with cooking
facilities, and a hard pack area with a few hook-ups for trailers.
Jack Griffin retired in 2020 and he was the man responsible for maintaining the grounds and
providing other field trial support. We missed him last year, but Nathan Blount was responsible
for bringing Jack back on a part time basis. One of his tasks was to care for the grounds and they
have never looked better. The cover was well groomed and held birds well. Thanks also to
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Jeremy Taylor and the other Hell Creek Field Trial Clubs who have all pitched in to keep the
area clean and in good shape.
The grounds present a number of long bottoms and some piney woods providing a variety of
cover to challenge and test our dogs. There is plenty of dense cover to hold quail. The grounds
demand a powerful All-Age dog that stays to the front, carries a line to the end, and seeks timely
guidance from its handler. Absences of five to ten minutes are common. The courses flow nicely
but penalize dogs that get behind, won’t carry a line, are seen too often, or won’t respond to their
handler.
We were blessed to have Korry Rinehart and Nick Thompson advise us on how to best utilize the
grounds to produce three courses, and then they used their knowledge to plant quail in strategic
places. All three courses provided their own challenges and opportunities to show and evaluate
an All-Age dog.
We were honored to have two outstanding judges: Kipp Linard of Foristell, MO and George Hill
of Wentzville, MO. Both are amateurs and well-respected judges in the American Field world.
They have been in the game for many years and have handled and trained their own dogs as well
as working along-side some notable pros. They know what a Championship All-Age
performance looks like, and they offered a consistently positive, informed and focused
evaluation of the 12 competing dogs.
A talented crew came together to put on this quality event. Edie Lee Adams and Tireca (ReRe)
Turner catered three wonderful meals a day with coffee ready at 5:30. Joe Frauendienst oversaw
tons of details, and also drove the dog wagon. Penny and Rich Robertson helped with
preparation details. We could not have put the event on without the oversight, attention to details,
and hard work of Bobbi Richardson, and our Executive Assistant, Brittiny Habercorn.
The grounds tend to be confusing for most of us and it was a tremendous help to have Korry
Rinehart serve as lead Marshall with assistance from Rich Robertson, Nick Thompson and Dan
DiMambro.
Our incredible sponsors made this trial possible. Greg Blair and Purina supports all three of our
NGSPA Invitationals, which showcase the excellence of their product which is currently being
fed to all dogs competing in this challenging endurance event. They provided important financial
assistance, including 12 bags of product for the Champion handler, 12 bags to auction, and
helped with a Ross Young original oil painting of the Champion gifted to the owner. Garmin
provided an Alpha 10, their latest GPS tracking device to the Champion’s owner. Ross Young
donated much of his time because he is not charging full value for his truly fabulous works of
art. The winning handler also earned a $5,000 purse.
All attendees received an exceptional package of gifts including a warm and attractive vest with
dog and owner’s names and logo, best-in-class CSI Saddle Pad with logo, dog vest with logo by
Ruff Wear, and other items.
The Guidelines and Philosophy are essentially the same as the NGSPA Shooting Dog
Invitationals. We ask the judges to pay close attention to our NGSPA All-Age Standard. The 12
top winning All-Age dogs from the past year are invited. There are three continuous days of
running. The first two are hour stakes and the third day is a 90-minute call-back, which tests the
endurance and stamina of the top dogs like no other trial in the NGSPA world.
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The judges maintained a consistent pace along a consistent course. They expected the handler to
“show them their dog”, explaining that it was the handler’s job to show his dog, not the judge’s
job to follow him around. Handlers were free to leave the “path” and do what needed to be done
to show the dog to the judges like riding to gather up his dog, heel it, or hold it up at a choke
point for release when the judges caught up. They wanted handlers to quickly gain the front after
bird work. They were both very experienced and their depth of knowledge and “bird-dog sense”
was apparent in their evaluations.
The judges called back four dogs. A predicted storm and freezing rain arrived as forecast at 4:00
A.M., so bird planting and running was delayed until a noon cast off. It was still drizzly, wet, and
extremely cold so as to threaten the dogs with hypothermia. With the approval of the stake
manager the judges decided to shorten the 90-minute call-back to 60 minutes recognizing it was
safer for the dogs and their evaluation was not hindered because only a dog with extreme stamina
could withstand 60 minutes in the extant conditions. In light of the harsh conditions, they further
announced that they had one dog in the first brace with two consistently good days. Every other
dog had a “hole” on one of the two days. Therefore, if their number one dog had a strong
performance they were going to name the Champion without running brace 2.
JUDGE’S GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE RUNNING
Neither judge had judged GSPs before. We have found that this “outside perspective” has helped
to raise the “All-Age” bar not only for our dogs, but for our handlers, owners and trainers. It also
helps to spread the word that the GSP All-Age dog is worthy to compete in any American Field
venue. Both judges were impressed with the range of our dogs and their quality application to the
course. Every dog that finished the course showed all-age range. The quality of the bird work
was also exceptional. They noted that some of the handlers missed opportunities to show their
dogs by not allowing them to work smaller enclosed fields that could have demonstrated their
power and application to edges with no danger of the dog getting away, or aggressively heeling
their dog through a choke point and releasing it out of sight to the judges, thus preventing them
from seeing what may have been an impressive move.
CHAMPION
BMB’s Free Ride (Lewey), owned by Brandon and Jennifer Blum and handled by Brandon, and
scouted by Josh Nieman, was named the 2021 NGSPA All-Age Invitational Champion.
Lewey was the only dog that had three strong days. Over the three days he had 15 finds, and no
NPs. He was a tough dog and finished the final day with a strong finish and a race undiminished
by the harsh conditions even though the hair on his back was raised by exposure. He consistently
ran to the extreme-filling up the country. For the first two days Brandon was able to sit back and
“let him go” with little or no commands and no hacking. On day three he let his excitement get to
him and a few times he detracted from the ”show”. The judges were impressed when Lewey was
the only dog to take the distant side of a very large field, demonstrating beauty and grace as he
flowed around the edge with speed and power. Lewey did not break off any lines. He pin-pointed
his birds so that most flushes were quick and clean. Some of the other dogs seemed to have a
hard time pinning the location of birds resulting in a number of lengthy flushing attempts. Lewey
required no warning-whoas while Brandon flushed and he maintained his attractive style with
unmoving intensity. When his third run was over he was the clear Champion, and the only dog
with three days of Champion performance.
http://www.NGSPA.org
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THE OTHER CALL-BACK DOGS
Hi N’s Hasty Matilda (Matte), owned by Hank Lewis and handled by Dan DiMambro and
scouted by Hank.
Matte’s first day was weak with one find the first 20 minutes before checking out for the rest of
the hour. While she was under judgement she covered the ground in nice all-age fashion and had
good application to the course, and impressive style.
Her second day was strong with 6 finds, and one NP. She went nicely with her handler and
possessed a big, quick, and snappy race. Her bird work was excellent and she showed an
impressive finish.
On Day 3 she was braced with the Champion. She had four finds, all with nice style. She filled
up the country, handled kindly, and stayed with the handler. She was consistently to the front and
took the edges to completion. Matte showed she was tough having a strong finish in adverse
conditions.
The following two dogs distinguished themselves by being called-back, but their brace was not
run for reasons already noted.
BMB’s Freeloader (Hewey), owned by Brandon and Jennifer Blum and handled by Brandon,
and scouted by Josh Nieman.
On the first day Hewey had a strong race with 3 finds and 1 back. His range was good, but not as
extreme as Lewey’s. On day 2 Hewey had three finds, a good range and stamina. He hung the
edges nicely. He had a solid performance overall but didn’t show as well as Lewey.
Riden High Rudy (Rudy), owned by Ray Nelson and handled by Dan DiMambro, and scouted
by Hank Lewis.
On Day 1 Rudy had two finds and one NP. His race was acceptable but not as big as some. He
handled well and looked good on his birds.
On Day 2 he had three finds and an adequate race with a tremendous finish. His handle and bird
work was consistent with his performance on Day 1.
NON CALL-BACK DOGS
Stoney Hill’s Pinnacle Dee (Dee), owned by Kirk Loftin and Meghan Hagedorn, handled by
Kirk Loftin and scouted by Sherri Tangsrud.
On Day 1 Dee had three finds including one with an impressive relocation and one NP. Her race
was adequate, but she had a rough handle at times. On Day 2 she had 3 NPs and one divided
find. She had an adequate race with good style on her birds.
PW BDK’s Dot on the Horizon (Dot), owned by Keith and Bobbi Richardson, handled by Rich
Robertson and scouted by Nick Thompson.
Day 1 Dot had two finds and one back. She had a really strong race taking the edges beautifully
but was pretty “fired up” and had a rough handle at times. On day 2 she had a really strong race
and plenty of stamina but three NPs hurt her.
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Joke’s On You (Buddy), owned by Steve Erickson, handled by Chris Goegan and scouted by
Staci Goegan.
Day 1 Buddy had two finds, and one divided find with a big showy race. He had great style and
the handler did a superior job showing him, holding him at choke points, and letting him roll
unimpeded by unnecessary commands or hacking. On Day 2 Buddy had an extended flushing
attempt with no birds produced and it put him way behind. He was gone much of the hour.
AO Tripps to Win (Tripp), owned by Alan Davison, handled by Josh Nieman and scouted by
Brandon Blum.
Day 1 Tripp started off with a long absence of over 15 minutes and returned to have a really nice
performance. He had five stylish finds with a great race. His application was impressive, and he
filled the country with his reach and had a strong finish. He handled well for Josh. Day 2 Tripp
was seen for five minutes and then disappeared for the rest of the hour.
Rumel’s Augie Doggie (Augie), owned by Jim Yates and Frank Mucci, handled by Dan
DiMambro and scouted by Hank Lewis.
On Day 1 Augie had three finds but each time the judges and handler had to ride back to them.
His race was erratic and he was gone the last fifteen minutes. On Day 2 handler pulled tracker
after an extended absence. It wasn’t Augie’s year.
High Standing Cuttin Edge (Woody), owned by Anthony and Dayna Rusciano, handled by
Dan DiMambro and scouted by Hank Lewis.
Day one-Woody was gone after break-away. Day 2-the tracker was pulled after a long absence.
H’s AM Cruiser (Cruiser), owned by Harlan Higgenboth and Chase Verdoorn, handled by
Chase and scouted by Mark Verdoorn.
On Day 1 Cruiser was gone for the first 40 minutes and returned to have one find and one back.
His race was adequate. He was quick moving and he had beautiful style. On Day 2 he had fast
ground speed but was not listening and disappeared early on.
Chicoree’s Elvis Aairing Felty (Elvis), owned by Lance Felty, handled by Chris Goegan and
scouted by Staci Goegan.
Elvis was soon gone both days.
CLOSING THOUGHTS AND COMMENTS
We had great weather for two days of running, but overnight on the third day a severe storm and
cold weather moved in. Hell Creek was safe to cross, and accommodations were made as noted
previously. This is not to be viewed as precedent setting.
The judges commented on how much they appreciated the camaraderie and sportsmanship that
was exhibited on and off field. They both commented that they really enjoyed themselves.
The number of finds was very good and was improved over prior years. We increased the
number and our new bird supplier, Chris Sellers, provided outstanding birds that seemed able to
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withstand the severe weather. We did not see dead birds which are often observed after a cold
and freezing storm. Korrey and Nick really have the planting down, and it showed.
With our fourth year of running the All-Age Invitational, we can certainly see improvements in
support of our objective: to raise the bar for our GSP breed, and for the GSP trainer and handler.
The number of dogs exhibiting consistent All-Age range and application has continued to
increase, and their overall performance on birds is outstanding. There also seemed to be
noticeable overall improvement in the level of control the handlers had over their dogs, which is
a necessity to win on these grounds. The handlers seem to be more comfortable with the
consistent pace and “show me your dog” philosophies that are a hallmark of all of our
Invitationals. Yet there is still room for improvement and as time passes the bar will continue to
be raised. The future of the All-Age GSP remains bright, and their impact on the genetics of the
GSP Shooting Dog bodes well for the future of our breed.
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The most “Prestigious” events in the GSP Field Trial world.
The 2021 NGSPA Open and Amateur Shooting Dog Invitationals!
By Chris Bryant and Keith Richardson
The 2021 editions were the 9th Open Shooting Dog Invitational and the 6th Amateur Shooting
Dog Invitational for the National German Shorthaired Pointer Association. The weather for the
two events was the best since the Inaugural Open event 9 years ago. It was enjoyed by all dogs,
horses, and human competitors.
If you aren’t familiar with the Shooting Dog Invitational here is a quick recap of the format:
Only the TOP 12 dogs are invited to the Invitational each year for both the Open Shooting Dog
and the Amateur Shooting Dog. The format of the trial is like no other trial you run in and
requires three days of running an hour each day to win. Day one the dogs are drawn randomly.
On the second day, the dogs are braced so that the first braces yesterday run last and the last
braces run first. No dog has the same brace mate or runs on the same course. The third day the
judges call back their top dogs to run again for an hour. The trial is designed to test the bird
ability, bid ability, range and the endurance of the best of our breed. After the third day of
running, a Champion is named.
We ran the Invitational at the Smith Farms in Gentry, MO. The grounds consist of three one-hour
courses covering rolling crop land and dense stands of woods which make for some beautiful
lines for the dogs to run. The courses really challenged the character and tenacity of even the best
of bird dogs. We planted 1,000 quail over the six days of the two trials, and every dog had
multiple finds throughout the Championship.
We are more grateful than words can express to Larry Smith and his lovely wife Linda for
allowing us to run the Invitationals on their property. Larry campaigns English Pointers and he
allows other Championships to be run on his grounds, but no other GSP trials are allowed to use
this land.
A huge Thank You goes out to all our sponsors that helped make this trial what it is. Greg Blair
and Purina were incredibly supportive, paying half of both Ross Young Oil Paintings, Dog Food
for the Champion and auction. Also thanks to Garmin for their latest Alpha 10 Compact
Tracking and Training Handheld device. Thanks to Ed Moody and Costa for the sunglasses.
There are a lot of people to thank to make this trial one of the best events in the NGSPA. A huge
thanks goes out to Keith and Bobbi Richardson for all their generosity and support, for not just
the Invitationals, but everything they do for our sport. Their Executive Assistant, Brittiny
Habercorn is a huge help behind the scene. Triple J is the wrangler and he always brings some
high quality horses for the judges and people to ride. A big thank you to Joe Frauendienst,
property manager for the Richardsons, who planted the quail for the second year. He did an
excellent job with many multi-bird finds in spots that showcased the work of a good bird-dog.
Jon Small was a big help by running the dog wagon. Thanks to the Marshals Larry Smith,
Tommy Smith, Terry Bomer, Dan DiMambro. Donna Gladstone and her lovely nieces Mary and
Wendy, cooked breakfast and lunch for us each day. Linda Smith cleaned rooms for the judges.
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Chris and Keith Bryant and Penny Robertson share in the administrative duties and did a great
job.
Not only did Charmayne Hughes prepare wonderful dinners, but she hosted us in a private room
at Hughes Bar X in Albany. The gentlemen wear coats and ties while the ladies wear nice dresses
or suit-pants for the nightly festivities. We enjoy appetizers, open bar and some of the finest wine
out of Keith Richardson’s wine cellar. Brownie is our auctioneer. For the second year, Malloy
Gamebirds, provided the best flying and strongest birds we have seen at any NGSPA
Championship.
2021 NGSPA 9th OPEN SHOOTING DOG INVITATIONAL
The Top 12 Dogs
1. Texas She’s Got Legs “Ziva” Owned by Kirk and Terry Bomer, Handled by Keith
Gulledge – Defending Champion
2. Autry’s Natural Chromoly Steel “Molly”. Owned by Heath and Allison Autry. Handled
by Josh Nieman – with 2421 points
3. Slate Rock’s Mountain Heart “Rommel”. Owned by James and Andy Dynkiewicz.
Handled by Dan DiMambro – with 1478 points.
4. Chicoree’s Riden High Trixie “Trixie”. Owned by Jeff Alexander. Handled by Dan
DiMambro – with 1282 points.
5. Rumel’s Augie Doggie “Auggie”. Owned by Jim Yates & Frank Mucci. Handled by Dan
DiMambro – with 778 points.
6. Prairie Wind Evolution’s Re-Creation “Spike”. Owned by Keith and Bobbi Richardson.
Handled by Rich Robertson, Jr. – with 720 points.
7. Llano’s Game on Greta “Greta”. Owned by Chad Inderman. Handled by Josh Nieman –
with 612 points.
8. Teton’s One Slick Dude ”Slick”. Owned by Don Lee. Handled by Josh Nieman – with
572 points.
9. Cuttin Wild’s Hank “Hank”. Owned by Chuck Costa and Tod Tuls. Handled by Jim West
– with 572 points.
10. Aunt Troji’s Dirty Nike “Nike”. Owned and handled by Larry Metter – with 570 points.
11. Hickory Acres All Out Blitz “Blitz”. Owned by Scott Weslow. Handled by Chris Goegan
–with 532 points.
12. In-Country’s Hurricane Jane “Jane”. Owned by Dr. Robert Reynolds. Handled by Chris
Goegan – with 524 points.
The Judges. The 2021 Open Shooting Dog Invitational was honored to start off with two very
experienced and knowledgeable judges: Eli Richardson from Uxbridge, MA, and Talmage
Smedley from Farr West, UT. Both are very experienced trialers as well as highly respected
judges. Talmage is a professional dog trainer, and Eli is an accomplished amateur with many
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Championship placements. Unfortunately, at the end of the first day’s running Eli experienced
some health issues and the reins were picked up by Larry Smith in a very smooth hand-over.
Larry is not only an experienced amateur handler, trainer and judge, but he and his wife own the
grounds we run on. Their experience was evident in the way they evaluated the dogs. We really
appreciate these three fine men taking time out of their busy lives to help us out.
Special comments made by the judges before announcing the Champion.
The judges called out April Raber for exhibiting an exceptional level of sportsmanship. She went
out of her way to help other scouts and handlers in many ways over the three days, and her bright
smile and cheerful disposition was appreciated by all. It was also noted that the general
atmosphere of the event was one of camaraderie and friendly competition.
Larry Smith, who has been around since the very first Invitational in 2012, observed that we are
“light years” ahead of where we were at that first trial. The overall quality of our dogs is much
better, the handlers are better and our training programs must be better. He felt this event was the
best overall trial with the strongest field of call-back dogs to date.
The judges agreed at the outset that their ideal dog would have a consistent 3-day performance in
all key areas: stamina, undiminished power throughout and especially the last 15 minutes of the
third day, excellent bird dog, nice-easy “shooting dog” handle.
THE RUNNING
The Champion… Prairie Wind Evolution’s Re-Creation “Spike”
After the three days of running, the judges named Prairie Wind Evolution’s Re-Creation “Spike”
the 2021 Open Shooting Dog Invitational Champion. Spike was handled by Richard Robertson,
Jr., and scouted by owner Keith Richardson.
Spike proved to be an exceptional bird dog and judges were impressed with what they called his
“definitive” finds. He pointed with “decisive authority”. He used the wind with intelligence
quickly identifying old scent and moving on, or slamming on point. He pointed his bird’s way
off and stood with “frozen” intensity through their flight. His nose pointed the way and birds
were quickly produced. Relocations were not necessary and there were no NPs. Handler flushed
with aggressive confidence and a number of birds flew back over the dog while he remained
motionless. The other call-back dogs all had NPs during the three days, and most had some
manners issues.
Spike exhibited great stamina all the way through his very last cast with a big powerful shooting
dog race, and a smooth calm connection with his handler requiring no intense hacking and very
little scouting. He was never “out of pocket” except while taking a distant edge or being found
on point to the front. He had quality limb finds every day. The judges were particularly
impressed when near the end of the call-back brace both dogs were seen standing, and during the
lengthy approach Spike’s bracemate aggressively self-relocated resulting in frantic riding and
“whoaing”, during which Spike remained backing with intensity all the way through the
extended flushing process.
When it was all over there was no doubt that Spike had earned the title of Invitational Champion.
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Champion’s Call-Back Bracemate: Texas She’s Got Legs “Ziva”
Ziva was handled by Keith Gulledge and scouted by co-owner, Terry Bomer. Ziva possessed a
consistent performance throughout the three days. She was very connected to her handler and
they worked as a team while she hunted through the country with an easy-flowing and attractive
gait. Ziva was consistent in her application, stayed to the front and proved to be a good bird dog
with a smooth moderate range.
Ziva had a lot of finds and exhibited nice style. Her manners were mostly good. She had some
NPs and her finds were not “definitive” as those of the Champion often requiring wide-ranging
flushing attempts.
Call-Back, Brace 1
Autry’s Natural Chromoly Steel “Molly”. Handled by Josh Nieman, scouted by owner, Heath
Autry.
Chicoree’s Riden High Trixie ”Trixie”. Handled by Dan DiMambro, scouted by April Raber.
The judges felt this was the strongest single brace of the stake. Both dogs were exciting to watch
as they ran through the country with good ground speed and power. Both had multiple finds and
backs. They were often together as they coursed forward moving with good range, each having
multiple finds and backs. Unlike the first two days, both handlers seemed to settle in with relaxed
confidence allowing their dogs to show what they could do.
Both dogs had listening problems at times during the first two days, but found birds and
exhibited good style. Between these two dogs Molly had the more consistent performance over
the three days, and judges said if an Invitational Runner-Up had been named, it would have been
Molly. Note: The Invitational rules require that only a Champion may be named and not a
Runner-Up.
Call Back, Brace 3
Rumel’s Augie Doggie “Augie”. Handled by Dan DiMambro, scouted by April Raber.
Augie was big running as he flowed through the country all three days. He showed that he was a
talented bird dog by finding lots of birds and pointing them with intensity. At times he had
trouble pin-pointing his game resulting in extended flushing attempts and a number of NPs.
His “handle” seemed to improve each day. He was a hand-full the first day, handled better the
second day and worked nicely with his handler on day 3. He consistently showed power, and
endurance with strong finishes.

Teton’s One Slick Dude “Slick”. Handled by Josh Nieman, scouted by Heath Autry.
Slick had a find at 4, but checked out at 15 and handler pulled the tracker at 34 ending his bid.
The first two days he was described as being “a lot of dog”, as he would go missing but then
show to the front with strong finishes. At times he turned the wrong way and did not respond to
the directional guidance of the handler. Slick had plenty of power and endurance. He pointed a
lot of birds and exhibited excellent style and intensity.
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The Other Entries
Aunt Troji’s Dirty Nike “Nike”, was handled by the owner, Larry Metter. Nike had great
rapport with her handler, and she was a good bird dog. Her range improved after a slow start, but
it was still less than the judges desired. She tended to pull off the edges to check-in with her
handler, who often called her back. She may have looked a lot better on the ground if she was
allowed “to roll”. Her casts were moderate when the lines rewarded a long, confident cast. Nike
stood tall on point with exceptional style.
Cuttin Wild’s Hank “Hank”, was handled by Jim West and scouted by Rhonda Haukoos. Day
1 was Hank’s best day. On Day 2 he showed his youth by chasing birds. He is a good bird-dog,
moved through the country nicely with plenty of endurance. He showed a lot of promise for the
future.
Hickory Acres All Out Blitz “Blitz”, was handled by Chris Goegan and scouted by Staci. Blitz
was a good bird dog with plenty of finds and nice style on game. His overall performance for the
two days was marred by excessive cautioning around birds which implied a mistrust around
game.
In-Country’s Hurricane Jane “Jane”, was handled by Chris Goegan and scouted by Staci.
Jane had a strong Day 1 and the judges loved her race, intensity and style on birds. Her bid was
ended on Day 2 at 9 minutes when handler picked her up due to injured pads.
Slate Rock’s Mountain Heart “Rommel”, was handled by Dan DiMambro and scouted by
April Raber. On Day 1 Rommel had 8 finds and no NPs. He had good style and lots of power
and ground speed. He rapidly covered the ground from bird to bird, but he had a rough “handle”.
Handler had to ride him down and gather him up four times which detracted from his
performance. Overall he displayed more All-Age tendencies than those of a Shooting Dog. He
was harder to handle and required more scouting. On Day 2 he went AWOL at 33 and tracker
was pulled at the end of the hour.
Llano’s Game on Greta “Greta”, was handled by Josh Nieman and scouted by owner, Chad
Inderman. On Day 1 Greta ran with extreme range and power having a back at 6 and a divided
find at 18. She looked really nice on her birds, and she was strong on the ground, but lacked
compliance with her handler. After an extended absence handler elected to pull his tracker
ending her Invitational bid.
2021 NGSPA 6th AMATEUR SHOOTING DOG INVITATIONAL
The Top 12 Dogs
1. Snowy River’s White Out “Willy,” owned by Mark & Chase Verdoorn. Handled by
Chase Verdoorn – Defending Champion.
2. Hi-N’s Hasty Matilda “Matte,” owned and handled by Hank Lewis – with 1816 Points.
3. BMB’s Madison Ave “Madison”, owned by Brandon & Jennifer Blum, and handled by
Brandon – with 1212 Points.
4. MSR’s Rowdy One “Rhonda”, owned by James & Sarah Messer, and handled by James –
with 1,159 Points.
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5. Hi-N’s Bodacious “Bo,” owned and handled by Hank Lewis - with 1078 Points.
6. Snowy River Struttin’ N Cuttin’ “Spur”, owned by Chase & Mark Verdoorn, and handled
by Chase - with 1000 Points.
7. H’s Am Cruiser “Cruiser”, owned by Chase Verdoorn & Harlan Higginbotham, and
handled by Chase - with 994 Points.
8. PJ Wildfire’s Little Lexi “Lexi”, owned and handled by Kirk Loftin - with 804 Points.
9. Uodibar’s Robbi Jo “Robbi”, owned by Sherri Tangsrud, and handled by Kirk Loftin with 752 Points.
10. Tulli’s Shot To The Heart “Cupid”, owned and handled by Joe Amatulli - with 736
Points.
11. AO Tripp’s To Win “Tripp”, owned and handled by Alan Davidson - with 676 Points.
12. BMB’s Samsquatch “Sam”, owned by Brandon & Jennifer Blum, and handled by
Brandon – with 668 Points.
The Judges
Our judges for the 2021 NGSPA Amateur Shooting Dog Invitational were Allen Vincent from
Collinsville, OK, and Brian Gingrich from Prewitt, NM. We greatly appreciate these two
distinguished gentlemen of our sport spending their time to watch our dogs.
The Marshalls
We appreciate our two Marshalls, Larry Smith and Chris Bryant, who perform a very important
job on these challenging grounds.
THE RUNNING
The Champion… Snowy River’s White Out “Willy”
After the three days of running, the judges named Snowy River’s White Out “Willy” the 2021
Amateur Shooting Dog Champion. Willy is owned by Mark and Chase Verdoorn and handled by
Chase and scouted by Mark Verdoorn.
Willy was the first of our breed to win the ASDI two years in a row and after this year he is the
first in our breed to win it THREE years in a row!
Over the three days of running Willy showed that he had the stamina, forward race, and range to
win the Invitational for the third year in a row. His bird work was flawless as Willy had double
digit finds over the three days. The judges noted that Willy had the limb find of the stake on day
1. Willy won day 2 with a strong forward race rimming the bean fields. The judges noted his
ground speed and how he would be lost to the front and was found standing numerous times,
buried in deep on point with a covey of quail. Day 3, was all about showing the dog’s range and
Willy knocked that out of the park with a huge forward race and a strong finish. The judges
noted that Willy seemed to get stronger and more forward each time he was on the ground, he
put together three solid days. With his style and intensity on point, along with his consistent
forward race, the judges awarded Willy the 2021 NGSPA Amateur Shooting Dog Champion!
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Congrats to Mark and Chase and Willy for winning the ASDI for the third year in a row.
Other Dogs Called Back on Day 3
The judges called back six dogs for the final hour’s run on day three.
PJ Wildfire’s Little Lexi “Lexi”, owned and handled by Kirk Loftin put down three strong days.
She was braced with Willy on day 3 as they were the judge’s top 2 dogs. Lexi was flawless on
her birds with double digit finds over the three days. She was consistent and showed her power
to the front while handling great for Kirk. The judges noted Lexi’s snappiness on the ground and
how broke she was over the three days.
Uodibar’s Robbi Jo “Robbi”, owned by Sherri Tangsrud, and handled by Kirk Loftin was in
brace two on day three. Robbi Jo caught the judge’s eyes on day 1 with her ground speed and
style on her birds. She also had double digit finds over the three days. The judges noted that her
ability to rim the edges and finish a line was impressive. She showed why she is one of the Top
12 Dogs in the country.
Hi-N’s Hasty Matilda “Matte,” owned and handled by Hank Lewis was braced with Robbi Jo
on day 3. Matte showed her ground speed and stamina over the three days. She powered through
the country side with numerous finds and had a huge finish on day one. The judges said she had
one of the nicest limb finds of the stake on day 2. The judges were impressed with her style on
her bird work. She held her high head and 12 O’clock tail through the flush. The judges noted
her intensity on each find.
H’s AM Cruiser “Cruiser”, owned by Chase Verdoorn & Harlan Higginbotham, and handled
by Chase was in brace 3 on day three. Cruiser had several finds over the three days and the
judges were impressed with his style. They loved his 12 O’clock tail while he ran and his high
head on his finds. The judges noted that Cruiser was an edge running machine but ended up
being too much dog for the judges.
BMB’s Madison Ave “Madison”, owned by Brandon & Jennifer Blum, and handled by
Brandon was the braced with Cruiser in brace 3 on day 3. Madison got stronger as the trial went
on with day 3 being her most impressive day in the judge’s eyes. She had double digit finds over
the three days while showing a good forward race.
The Other Entries
MSR’s Rowdy One “Rhonda”, owned by James & Sarah Messer, and handled by James.
Rhonda showed plenty of power and range over the two days. She had several finds while
rimming the bean fields. The judges loved her ground speed as she worked the edges hunting for
quail. She finished both hours strong and to the front.
Hi-N’s Bodacious “Bo,” owned and handled by Hank Lewis. Bo was in brace 5 on day 1 and
showed his ability to power through the country side. On day 2 Bo was in brace 1 and had
several finds as he really stretched out and showed his desire. He got stronger each day and the
judges thought day 2 was Bo’s best day.
Snowy River Struttin’ N Cuttin’ “Spur”, owned by Chase & Mark Verdoorn, and handled by
Chase. Spur drew the first brace on day 1 and made several nice forward moves throughout the
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hour. He worked the edges and had a bunch of finds. On day 2 Spur once again showed his
ability to run the edges. He had a solid two days of running.
Tulli’s Shot To The Heart “Cupid”, owned and handled by Joe Amatulli. Cupid had her wheels
on as she rimmed the edges around the course. She had several nice stylish finds on day 1 and
the judges were excited to see what she would do on day 2. On day 2 she had a little mishap and
Joe decided to pick her up.
AO Tripp’s To Win “Tripp”, owned and handled by Alan Davidson. Tripp showed his power
and style throughout the first two days. He is a line running machine and he had several finds
with a stronger forward race both days. But a little mishap ended his run for an Invitational
Championship.
BMB’s Samsquatch “Sam”, owned by Brandon & Jennifer Blum, and handled by Brandon.
Sam was in brace 5 on day one and showed plenty of power and had a nice forward race. On day
2 Sam was in brace 2. He had several finds to the front as he covered the countryside at Smith
Farms. Sam was broke on all his finds and handled nicely over the two days. The judges were
impressed with his stamina over the two days.

2021 Open Shooting Dog Invitational Champion Prairie Wind Evolution’s Re-Creation “Spike”
handled by Richard Robertson, Jr., and scouted by owner Keith Richardson.
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2021 Amateur Shooting Dog Champion Snowy River’s White Out “Willy”
handled by Chase Verdoorn and scouted by Mark Verdoorn.
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Final 2021 NGSPA Dog of The Year Standings
Trials included in these standings include: Region 16, Savannah River, Great Plains, Region 5,
NGSPA Nationals, Region 2, Region 9, Chukar, Ohio, Hawkeye, Region 4, Hun, Region 8,
Prairie Chicken, Great Lakes, and Pheasant Championships

OPEN ALL AGE
Points Name
2204 BMB’s Free Ride
Owner: Brandon & Jennifer Blum
1532 BMB’s Freeloader
Owner: Brandon & Jennifer Blum
1374 BDK’s Dot On The Horizon
Owner: Keith & Bobbi Richardson
1086 High Standing Cutting Edge
Owner: Anthony & Dayna Rusciano
936

Quailpoints Black River Rusty

404 Stoney Hill’s Pinnacle Dee
Owner: Kirk Loftin
252 Jokes On You
Owner: Steve Erickson
248 Hi-N’s Curtain Call
Owner: Rick Heller
236 Rock River’s U Can’t Handle This
Owner: Rick Heller

OPEN SHOOTING DOG
Points Name
1711

PW Evolution's Re-Creation

Owner: Ken & Nancy Huyser

Owner: Keith & Bobbi Richardson

776 Riverside Farms No Sleep Til Brook Lyn
Owner: Charles Lane

1478

700 H’s AM Cruiser
Owner: Harlon Higgenbotham & Verdoorn

Slate Rock's Mountain Heart

Owner: James Dykiewicz
1127

Autry's Natural Chromoly Steel

642 Rumel’s Augie Doggie
Owner: Jim Yates & Frank Mucci

Owner: Daniel & Allison Autry

616 Hi-N’s Hasty Matilda
Owner: Hank Lewis

Owner: Keith & Bobbi Richardson

568 AO Tripps To Win
Owner: Alan Davison
562 Riden High Rudy
Owner: Ray Nelson
500 BMB’s Samsquatch
Owner: Brandon Blum
454 PW Lonewolf’s BJ
Owner: Dean Crabbs, Diane Goracke, Ray
Larrondo
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900

772

PW Indian Brook Heads Up

Perfections Huckleberry

Owner: Chase Benton
770

Careys Blazing Cooper

Owner: Joe Amatulli
760

Hi-N's Allison Miranda

Owner: Kirk Loftin
588

Riverside Farm's No Sleep Till Brook Lynn

Owner: Charles Lane
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316

Highstanding Cuttin Stella

Owner: Chuck Costa

Owner: Tim Holmes

570

312

Aunt Troji's Dirty Nike

BDK's Sam I AM

Owner: Larry Metter

Owner: David O'Brien

532

312

Hickory Acres All Out Blitz

Osage Cuttin Em Down

Owner: Scott Weslow

Owner: Jake Phipps

524

288

H's AM Cruiser

Tulli's Faraway Giddy Up

Owner: Harlan Higginbotham & Chase Verdoorn

Owner: Joe Amatulli

524

276

Chicoree's Glitter and Gold

Llano's Game on Greta

Owner: Fred Ryan

Owner: Chad Inderman

500

264

Mar Macs Thor of Opalescence

Owner: Marion Macalusa
486

Texas Traveler’s Come and Take It

Owner: Shannon Yancy

Canyon Creek High Tide

Owner: Ray & Tami Larrondo
476

Uodibar Robbi Jo

Owner: Sherri Tansgrud
476

All N's Wild Card

Owner: Larry Cote
360

Cajuns Firecracker

Owner: Bruce & Keith Bryant
344

Nitro Dunn Sky Riden

Owner: Ryan Cabrera
336

AO Tripps To Win

Owner: Alan Davison
332

Rock River's U Can't Handle This

Owner: Rick Heller
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AMATEUR SHOOTING DOG

476

Points Name

Owner: Jack Marchese

1476

476

BMB's Madison Ave

Horicon Havens Pennys from Heaven

Hi-N's Dirty Secret

Owner: Brandon & Jennifer Blum

Owner: Hank Lewis

1460

436

PW Indian Brook Heads Up

Canyon Creek High Tide

Owner: Keith & Bobbi Richardson

Owner: Ray & Tami Larrondo

1232

428

PJ Wilfire's Little Lexi

MSR’s Lord of Dragonstone

Owner: Kirk Loftin

James & Sarah Messer

1159

424

MSR's Rowdy One

PW Chicoree Kix Chic

Owner: James & Sarah Messer

Owner: Keith & Bobbi Richardson

1144

406

Hi-N's Hasty Matilda

Twin Creek Running Rocky

Owner: Hank Lewis

Owner: Kirk Loftin

788

360

Stony Hill's Pinnacle Dee

Aunt Troji's Dirty Nike

Owner: Kirk Loftin

Owner: Larry Metter

780

304

Uodibar's Robbi Jo

Snowy River's Cuttin High Tide

Owner: Sherri Warren

Owner: Mark & Chase Verdoorn

748

304

In-Country's Hurricane Jane

Quijano's WD40

Owner: Robert Reynolds

Owner: David Quijano

736

268

Tulli's Shot to the Heart

TAK's Hail On Wheels

Owner: Joe Amatulli

Owner: Tom Kosmack

612

264

Cuttin Wild's Rebel Yell

Owner: Mike Patrick
556

Hi-N’s Allison Miranda

Owner: Kirk Loftin

H's Am Cruiser

Owner: Harlan Higginbotham & Chase Verdoorn
548

Texas Sophisticated Tomboy

Owner: Terry Bomer
492

Snowy River's Struttin' N Cuttin

Owner: Mark and Chase Verdoorn
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Final 2021 NGSPA Open Handler of The Year Standings
1.

Dan DiMambro 7327

14. Sean Van Kooten 772

2.

Brandon Blum 4878

15. Larry Metter 570

3.

Rich Robertson 4439

16. Terry Zygalinski 562

4.

Josh Nieman 3376

17. John Rabidou 558

5.

Keith Gulledge 3074

18. Hank Lewis 500

6.

Kirk Loftin 2617

19. Ray Larrondo 486

7.

Dan Hoke 1463

20. Sherri Tangsrud 476

8.

Chris Goegan 1284

21. Joe Orndorff 476

9.

Chase Verdoorn 1224

22. James Messer 428

10. Rich Barber 1159

23. David O'Brien 360

11. Joe Amatulli 1058

24. Shannon Yancy 264

12. Mike Mullineaux 936

25. Gene Moseley 205

13. Jim West 844

CHEERS TO ALL THE HANDLERS!!
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Final 2021 NGSPA Amateur Handler of The Year Standings
1. Kirk Loftin 4274

14. Joe Amatulli 736

2. Chase Verdoorn 3964

15. Jim Huele 597

3. Brandon Blum 2692

16. Terry Bomer 548

4. Keith Richardson 2398

17. Jack Marchese 476

5. James Messer 1931

18. Kevin Donahue 452

6. Hank Lewis 1620

19. Matt Solt 423

7. Jeannie Kelly 1567

20. Adam Hamilton 402

8. David O'Brien 1220

21. Keith Bryant 396

9. Clyde Coulter 1047

22. Larry Metter 360

10. Michael Patrick 868

23. Sherri Tangsrud 324

11. Mark Verdoorn 846

24. David Quijano 304

12. Ray Larrondo 768

25. Bill Padovano 293

13. Chris Young 748

26. Tom Kosmack 268

HATS OFF TO ALL THE HANDLERS!!
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Attention Trainers, Kennels, Breeders and Clubs!
To support our sponsor, copy the Purina Pro Plan logo & link below to display on your website
or social media page.

Link to: NGSPA Rules, Guidelines, and Standards

The National German Shorthaired Pointer Association Inc.
66th NGSPA Futurity – Running Spring 2024 – Litter Enrollment
Nominations will be accepted for German
Shorthaired Pointers whelped between
January 1, 2022 and December 31, 2022.
Nomination Procedure:
1. Fill out the litter enrollment form
within six months of whelping.
2. Individual nomination fee of $25.00
due before puppy is one year old.
3. Entry fee is due the night of the
drawing (to be advertised).

OFFICIAL NOMINATION FORM

Date of Breeding:
Bitch’s Name:
Bitch’s Reg. #:
Stud Dog’s Name:
Stud Dog’s Reg. #:
Breeder’s Name:
Breeder’s Address:

NGSPA Futurity Manager
Mike Patrick
8882 S. Catawba Way
Aurora, CO 80016
Email: cuttinwildkennels@yahoo.com
Operators of the American Field sanctioned
National Championship, National Shooting Dog,
National Amateur Shooting Dog, and the
National Futurity for German Shorthaired
Pointers.

Within six (6) months of whelping date, please complete this
form and forward with enrollment fee of $25.00. You will then
receive the registration certificates to be presented to the
Puppy owners.

Date of Whelping: ___________________________
# of Males: _________________________________
# of Females: _______________________________

“The oldest and most prestigious breeder’s stake serving and promoting German Shorthaired Pointers”
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FIELD TRIAL HALL OF FAME
GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES
PURPOSE:
To identify and honor those persons and dogs, both past and present, whose accomplishments in
Field Trial Competition are exceptional, and whose contributions to the sport are outstanding.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION:
PEOPLE
1. The person must be at least 65 years old.
2. The person should have a significant record as a Field Trial competitor over a sustained
period of time.
3. The person should have made a significant and sustained contribution to the sport by
“giving back” through donation of time, resources and expertise, (for example: running
trials, helping at trials, scribing, judging, providing grounds, encouraging and teaching
newcomers, etc., etc.).
4. The person must have exhibited exceptional sportsmanship, integrity, and a history of
unselfish giving to the sport.
DOGS
1. The dog must be deceased.
2. The dog must have a distinguished Field Trial record, especially in one-hour
Championships.
3. The dog must have a record of producing outstanding progeny, both as a competitor and
as producers.
PROCESS OF SELECTION:
Nomination and selection occurs on an annual basis. The nominations open January 1 and close
August 31 annually. Any individual may nominate dogs and/or persons. It is the responsibility of
the nominating person to all relevant data with regards to the nominees’ accomplishments, which
will support why that person or dog deserves to be considered for this award.
Nomination forms are available on the NGSPA website or from the Committee Chairman.
Completed forms and supporting documentation must be received by the Chairman by the first of
September (September 1) each year. If a nominee is not selected to enter “The Hall” in the year
nominated, the nominee will remain eligible for consideration for two (2) additional years. Thus,
a nomination is valid for three (3) years, at which time, it will expire if the nominee has not been
selected into the Hall of Fame. Nominations will not be accepted for a nominee that fails to be
selected in the first three-year period until a minimum of three (3) years after the expiration of
the first nomination.
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SELECTION COMMITTEE:
The Selection Committee is comprised of individuals who are selected for their experience,
character, and integrity in German Shorthaired Pointer field trials, and in breeding superior
German Shorthaired Pointers. Their decision on the merits of nominees is independent and kept
anonymous. Each year’s Honorees will be announced no later than the first of December
annually. Individuals elected to the selection committee will serve a 3 year-term and be eligible
for one more consecutive second 3-year term.
INTRODUCTION:
Those selected will be formally inducted at ceremonies held at the Hall of Fame (Bird Dog
Museum) in Grand Junction, Tennessee, on the Saturday before the beginning of the Pointer
National Championship.
Committee members & their dog(s) are ineligible for nomination to the Hall of Fame during their
service on the committee.
HALL OF FAME COMMITTEE STRUCTURAL GUIDELINES
(These reflect past precedents)
•

•
•

While the GSP Hall of Fame Selection Committee services at the pleasure of the NGSPA
Board of Trustees, its decisions regarding inductees are to be totally independent of the
board influence.
It’s operational procedures and membership are subject to the BOT approval.
The maximum size of the committee is 15.

CHAIRMAN RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•

The Chairman will be responsible to advise the Board of Committee resignations, and to
present nominees to the Board for Approval.
The Chairman will serve as the GSOP representative and present the inductees at the
official induction ceremony.
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FIELD TRIAL HALL OF FAME 2022
NOMINATION FORM
Please note all nominations must be received no later than August 31 of the nomination year.
(Nominations are good for three years).
In order to be nominated, dogs must be deceased. Persons may be nominated, living or dead;
however, they must be at least 65 years of age, if still living.
FOR DOGS
In order to be considered, a resume that depicts a candidate’s complete field trial record in all
types of field trial events, the candidate’s progeny and their quality. The dog’s candidacy should
be dependent on his entire competitive career and the quality of his/her offspring.
FOR PERSONS
Persons to be nominated and selected into the GSP Field Trial Hall of Fame, need to have
rendered outstanding service to the sport of field trialing, both at a local and national level for a
long period of time. They need to have significant contributions that have made a measurable
difference in the improvement to the sport of Field Trialing. Activities such as judging, being a
club official, breeder, handler and/or a sustained record of breeding German Shorthaired Pointers
which have contributed to the improvement of the GSP as a breed. Because this is a great honor
to bestow upon a person, the Election Committee needs an accurate and complete biography.
Incorrect or misleading facts within the biography will cause the nomination to be denied until it
is updated and corrected. I wish to nominate the following person/dog to the 2022 German
Shorthaired Pointer Hall of Fame.

Name of Person/Dog

Submitted By
Date:

Email:

SEND COMPLETED FORM WITH ATTACHED BIOGRAPHY TO:
DON KIDD
105 CHEROKEE DRIVE
MAUMELLE, AR 72113
501-951-3931
DHKIDD@SWBELL.NET
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